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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, Virtual Enterprise (VE) is a crucial paradigm of business management in agile environment. In this paper, we focus on negotiation process in VE formulation as a basic research to clarify its effective management. Each enterprise in VE is defined as agent with multi-utilities and a framework of multi-agent programming with game theoretic approach is newly proposed as negotiation algorithm amongst the agents. We develop a computer simulation model to form VE through multiple negotiations amongst several potential members in the negotiation domain, and finally clarify the formulation dynamism with the negotiation process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Virtual Enterprise (VE) is a crucial paradigm of business management in agile environment. VE exists in both service and manufacturing organizations, although the complexity of the each enterprise in VE may vary greatly from industry to industry. Realistic VE handles multiple end products with shared components, facilities and capacities [1]. Since the flow of materials in VE is not always along an arborescent network, various modes of transportation may be considered, and the bill of materials for the end items may be both deep and large.

Traditionally, marketing, distribution, planning, manufacturing, and the purchasing organizations operated independently. These organizations have their own objectives and these are often conflicting. Marketing's objective of high customer service and maximum sales conflict with manufacturing and distribution goals. Many manufacturing operations are designed to maximize throughput and lower costs with little consideration for the impact on inventory levels and distribution capabilities. Purchasing contracts are often negotiated with very little information beyond historical buying patterns. The result of these factors is that there is not a single, integrated plan for the organization - there were as many plans as businesses. Clearly, there is a need for a mechanism through which these different functions can be integrated together. Although cooperation is the fundamental characteristic of VE concept, due to its distributed environment and the autonomous and heterogeneous nature of the VE members, cooperation can only be succeed if a proper management of dependencies between activities is in place just like Supply Chain Management [2][3].

In this paper, we focus on negotiation process in VE formulation as a basic research to clarify its effective management. Each enterprise in VE is defined as agent with multi-utilities and a framework of multi-agent programming with game theoretic approach [4] is newly proposed as negotiation algorithm amongst the agents. Each unit is defined as agent in our VE model, and their decision makings are formulated as a game theoretic methodology. We adopt CNP (Contract Net Protocol) [5] [6] as the coordination and negotiation mechanism amongst the units. CNP models transfer of control in a distributed system with the metaphor of negotiation among autonomous intelligent beings. CNP consists of a set of nodes that negotiate with one another through a set of message [7] [8] [9]. Nodes generally represent the distributed computing resources to be managed, correspond to “enterprises” in this paper. We develop a computer simulation model to form VE through multiple negotiations amongst several potential members in the negotiation domain, and finally clarify the formulation dynamism with the negotiation process.
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2. ENTERPRISE AGENT

Virtual enterprise model

Virtual enterprises are defined as “agile” enterprises, i.e. as enterprises with integration and reconfiguration capability in useful time, integrated from independent enterprises, primitive or complex, with the aim of taking profit from a specific market opportunity. After the conclusion of that opportunity,
the virtual enterprise dissolves and a new virtual enterprise is integrated, or it reconfigures itself in order to achieve the necessary competitiveness to respond to another market opportunity. General definition of VE is as follows [1]:

“A virtual enterprise is a temporary alliance of enterprises that come together to share skills or core competencies and resources in order to better respond to business opportunities and whose cooperation is supported by computer networks.”

For the independent, primitive or complex enterprises, or companies, candidates to integrate a VE, we will use the designation “resource”, the sense that from the point of view of the virtual enterprise, these enterprises represent the potential “resources” for integration. It is important to notice that the resource is a recursive construct; resources can be primitive or complex.

The knowledge and physical resources associated to the development and production of most of today’s products often exceed what a single firm is able to accomplish. The new production enterprise is a network that shares experience, knowledge and capabilities – it is critical in this new environment for a manufacturing company to be able to efficiently tap these knowledge and information networks.

The organisational challenge of partitioning tasks among partners in the distributed manufacturing environment so that they fit and take advantage of the different competencies in V E, integration of the same, coordination and reconfigurability in order to keep alignment with the market requirements, is of main concern, and can determine the success or failure of a project.

Face to the requirements of competitiveness that the competition environment is demanding, enterprises are expected to present at least the following characteristics:

- Fast reconfigurability or adaptability: the ability of fast change face to the unpredictable changes in the environment / market, implying substitution of resources (transition to a new A/VE instantiation)
- Evolutionary capability: the ability to learn with history.

A large number of diversified networked organisations of enterprises fall under the general definition of VE. We assumed our VE model in the possible simplest definition as a basic research, as follows:

i) Duration: Single business
   An alliance of the enterprises is established towards a single business opportunity, and is dissolved at the end of such process.

ii) Topology: Fixed structure
    There exist established supply chains with an almost fixed structure.

iii) Participation: Single alliance
    All the enterprises are participating into only a single alliance at the same time.

iv) Coordination: Democratic alliance
    A different organisation can be found in some supply chains without a dominant company. All the enterprises cooperate on an equal basis, preserving their autonomy.

v) Visibility scope: Single level
    All the enterprises in VE communicate only to its direct neighbours in its architecture (figure 1). That is the case observed in most supply chains.

Needless to say, it is very important and difficult activity in forming a virtual enterprise to select appropriate business partners, i.e. partnering, because each enterprise considers not only pursuing its profit but also sharing the risk to join the virtual enterprise. The partnering is described as coordination activity amongst the enterprises, and some sophisticated coordination mechanism is required to realise efficient interactions.

The development of coordination mechanism in computer science can be found in the area of workflow management system, computer supported cooperative work (CSCW), and multi-agent systems.

The area of multi-agent systems, especially when involving intelligent autonomous agents, has been discussing coordination issues and supporting mechanism [7]. The interaction capability, both amongst agents and between agents and their environment, is one of the basic characteristics of an agent.

In this paper we focus on the contract net protocol (CNP), that is one of the mechanism coming from the early works on multi-agent systems [5], as the coordination and negotiation mechanism amongst business units in VE.

Figure 1 shows the assumed VE model in this paper. We call an enterprise as unit, and there exist m layers, which have mn units in the VE model. The lowest level corresponds to consumers who can create original task requests to the VE. As the layer number, m, increases, we describe it ‘lower’ based on the product flow order in this paper.

At first, the customer dispatches new order to all the units in layer m, and then several units, which are satisfied with the order, responds and circulates the order toward upper units in the VE model. Finally a VE with single supply chain will be established for the order as a consequence of their negotiations through all the layers.

Figure 1  VE model

Unit structure
Each unit is defined as agent in our VE model, and its structure is described in figure 2. We adopt CNP as the coordination and negotiation mechanism amongst the units. CNP models transfer of control in a distributed system with the metaphor of negotiation among autonomous intelligent beings. CNP consists of a set of nodes that negotiate with one another through a set of message. Nodes generally represent the distributed computing resources to be managed, correspond to “units” in this paper.

An agent (=unit) can act both as a manager and a contractor of a delivery sets. When a unit receives new order (= task announcement) i, it creates a contractor / manager set (Manager i / Contractor i) for the task inside. Manager i creates a new
order towards the lower units to secure the contract with the upper layer.

**Unit structure**

![Figure 2 Unit structure](image)

**Basic assumption**

There exist several situations in partnering amongst enterprise agents. In this paper it is assumed that the product demand is predictable in the negotiation under multipurpose criterion. That means order patterns are previously given and the negotiations start after the order reached to each enterprise agent. They should prepare robust solutions with maximum utilities against the order. We propose agent behaviours based on game theoretic approach according to this assumption.

**Negotiation algorithm**

The timeline of the proposed negotiation mechanism in this paper is shown in figure 3. Negotiation steps according to agent roles are described as follows:

![Figure 3 Negotiation flow](image)

- **Manager**
  - Step M1: Create a new task based on the received bid information.
  - Step M2: Task announcement (TA) to the lower units.
  - Step M3: After the bidding period expired, check all the acquired bids according to its standard. If there exists no bid to select, go to M4. Otherwise go to M5.
  - Step M4: Modify the task and go to M2.
  - Step M5: Select the task and send reward (Reward) to the corresponding unit.

- **Contractor**
  - Step C1: Create an estimated bid.
  - Step C2: Send the bid.
  - Step C3: Request task announcement to the manager.

**Agent behaviour**

In this model, all the orders are clearly given before the negotiations. Agent behaviours are described in each negotiation step.

- **Bidding (Step C2)**
  Each contractor \( U_{ij} \) has three attributes, such as cost, lead time and quality, in their bid for order \( k \) defined as follows:

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{Cost}^k_{ij} &= E^k_{ij} + D^k_{ij} + P^k_{ij} \\
  \text{Leadtime}^k_{ij} &= \lambda^k_{ij} / E^k_{ij} \\
  \text{Quality}^k_{ij} &= \mu^k_{ij} D^k_{ij} (1 - \exp^{-r^k_{ij} s^k_{ij}})
  \end{align*}
  \]

  where

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{Cost}^k_{ij} : & \text{ total cost for } U_{ij} \text{ to process order } k \\
  \text{Leadtime}^k_{ij} : & \text{ lead time for } U_{ij} \text{ to process order } k \\
  \text{Quality}^k_{ij} : & \text{ product quality for } U_{ij} \text{ to process order } k \\
  E^k_{ij}, D^k_{ij}, P^k_{ij} : & \text{ equipment / development / personnel cost} \\
  \lambda^k_{ij} : & \text{ coefficient of leadtime} \\
  \mu^k_{ij}, \nu^k_{ij} : & \text{ coefficients of quality}
  \end{align*}
  \]

  Cost vs. lead time, and cost vs. quality, are in trade off relationship in those equations with reality.

- **Reward (Step M5)**
  After the bidding by contractors, managers compute following pay-off matrix according to their utilities against all the bids:

  \[
  \begin{bmatrix}
  C^1_{i1} & L^1_{i1} & Q^1_{i1} \\
  C^2_{i2} & L^2_{i2} & Q^1_{i2} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  C^k_{ij} & L^k_{ij} & Q^k_{ij} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  C^m_{im} & L^m_{im} & Q^m_{im}
  \end{bmatrix}
  \]

  (4)
In non-sequential tasks, a unit must learn a mapping of Reinforcement learning
our formulation shown in equation (4).

By the min-max theorem, if the game is in zero-sum situation like which has been proved to conduct Nash equilibrium solution

Method 5 is so called "max-min strategy" in game theory, because actions in a sequence may have different values with
long term consequences are known. This would be difficult
because actions selected by units may influence
actions-to-reward manual by their side. Sequential tasks are
payoff in general. Putting in a better context, units have their
situations to actions that maximises the expected immediate
receipt of an immediate payoff, and arrival at next state .
We update based upon this experience as follows:

Five strategies are defined as selection mechanism using

- method 1: cost minimisation strategy

- method 2: lead time minimisation strategy

- method 3: quality maximisation strategy

- method 4: total utility maximisation strategy

- method 5: max-min strategy

Method 5 is so called "max-min strategy" in game theory, which has been proved to conduct Nash equilibrium solution
by min-max theorem, if the game is in zero-sum situation like
our formulation shown in equation (4).

Reinforcement learning

In non-sequential tasks, a unit must learn a mapping of situations to actions that maximises the expected immediate
payoff in general. Putting in a better context, units have their
actions-to-reward manual by their side. Sequential tasks are
more difficult because actions selected by units may influence
its future situations and thus its future payoffs. In this case, the
unit interacts with the environment over an extended period of
time, and it needs to evaluate its actions on the basis of their
long-term consequences. This involves a credit assignment
problem, i.e. a whole sequence of actions takes place before
long term consequences are known. This would be difficult
because actions in a sequence may have different values with
respect to the consequences.

Q-learning is a recent form of reinforcement learning algorithm
that does not need a model of its environment and can be used
on-line. Therefore, it is very suited for repeated games against
an unknown opponent. Q-learning algorithm works by estimating the values of state-action pairs. The value is defined to be the expected discounted sum of future payoffs obtained by taking an action from state and following an optimal policy thereafter. Once these values have been learned, the optimal action from any state is the one with the highest Q-value. After being initialised to arbitrary numbers, Q-values are estimated on the basis of experience as follows:

From the current state , select an action . This will cause a receipt of an immediate payoff , and arrival at a next state . We update based upon this experience as follows:

where

Five strategies are defined as selection mechanism using

- method 1: cost minimisation strategy

- method 2: lead time minimisation strategy

- method 3: quality maximisation strategy

- method 4: total utility maximisation strategy

- method 5: max-min strategy

Method 5 is so called "max-min strategy" in game theory, which has been proved to conduct Nash equilibrium solution
by min-max theorem, if the game is in zero-sum situation like
our formulation shown in equation (4).

Reinforcement learning

In non-sequential tasks, a unit must learn a mapping of situations to actions that maximises the expected immediate
payoff in general. Putting in a better context, units have their
actions-to-reward manual by their side. Sequential tasks are
more difficult because actions selected by units may influence
its future situations and thus its future payoffs. In this case, the
unit interacts with the environment over an extended period of
time, and it needs to evaluate its actions on the basis of their
long-term consequences. This involves a credit assignment
problem, i.e. a whole sequence of actions takes place before
long term consequences are known. This would be difficult
because actions in a sequence may have different values with
respect to the consequences.
Action 1: increase $E_{ij}$
Action 2: reduce $E_{ij}$
Action 3: increase $D_{ij}$
Action 4: reduce $D_{ij}$
Action 5: increase $P_{ij}$
Action 6: reduce $P_{ij}$
Action 7: no changes

"Increase" or "reduce" means to move into the divided space next to the current position upwards or downwards in figure 4.

Rewards: Manager unit gives the improved value of each attributes as reward to the negotiating contractor unit.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation parameters
A 3-layered VE model for computer simulation was developed to clarify VE formulation dynamism with the proposed negotiation mechanism. Each layer consists of 5 enterprises in this simulation model described in Figure 1. Simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. All the results are the average of 500 trials in each simulation scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Method 1</th>
<th>Method 2</th>
<th>Method 3</th>
<th>Method 4</th>
<th>Method 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>5-15*</td>
<td>5-15*</td>
<td>5-15*</td>
<td>5-15*</td>
<td>5-15*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* followed by uniform random distribution

Simulation results
Simulation results in terms of negotiation attributes and utilities are shown in Table 2, 3, respectively. All the results are shown in the average (AVE.) and the standard distribution (St. Dev.) in Table 2. Figure 5 also illustrates the average of each negotiation attribute to compare the proposed methods.

We summarise the characteristics of each method as follows:

Method 1: Cost minimisation
Since the negotiation amongst enterprises is cost-oriented in this method, cost parameter is the best of all the methods in Ave. Additionally Cost and Quality are better in St. Dev., because they are correlated to $E_{ij}$, $D_{ij}$, $P_{ij}$ shown in (1) and (3). It has been observed that all the utilities are small to minimise total cost in this method at Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Method 1</th>
<th>Method 2</th>
<th>Method 3</th>
<th>Method 4</th>
<th>Method 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{ij}$</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>11.68</td>
<td>10.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ij}$</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>12.84</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>10.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{ij}$</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>11.92</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>9.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 Method comparison

Method 2: Lead time minimisation
Lead time-oriented method naturally conducts the minimal LeadTime in Ave. and St. Dev. Cost parameter is not good, because Leadtime and $E_{ij}$ is in trade-off relation in (2), and that lead to higher cost.

Method 3: Quality maximisation
It is obvious that quality maximisation strategy caused the worst in Cost, and this result fits well to our general sense. In this method enterprises don’t pay any attention to LeadTime shown in (2).

Method 4: Total utility maximisation
Generally the result is moderate in the balance amongst 3 parameters by trying to maximise total utility. In figure 5 it has been observed that they are relatively better in its...
LeadTime and Quality, but worse in its Cost. That is because the general relationship amongst \( E_{ij}^k, D_{ij}^k, P_{ij}^k \), in (1), (2) and (3), that means enterprise agents sacrifice LeadTime to increase Cost and Quality.

Method 5: Max-min strategy

Acquired result is completely well-balanced in Ave. It has also been confirmed that this strategy conducts minimal in St. Dev., and their negotiation is stable and robust enough to deal with agile trading situations. That is because each agent tried to minimise the risk based on the min-max theory.

Learning effects

Simulation parameters in Q-Learning algorithm are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha & : 0.5 \\
\gamma & : 0.2 \\
\text{the number of tasks for initial learning} & : 2000
\end{align*}
\]

Simulation results in terms of negotiation attributes and utilities are shown in Table 4. All the results are also shown in the average (AVE.) and the standard distribution (St. Dev.) in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 Q-Learning effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is obvious that the standard deviation is smaller in Q-Learning based negotiation compared with the conventional negotiations, although there isn’t so much difference in the average.

A manager in a unit has to select one contractor amongst several bids at least by relative evaluations in our negotiation mechanism. Therefore it is quite natural that the randomness of the attributes in bid causes large standard deviation in their compromised trade. On the other hand, contractor’s bidding strategy based on Q-Learning algorithm produces more acceptable attributes in their bid, and that concludes little randomness with small standard deviation. It is obvious that Q-Learning based bidding strategy leads stable trading between VE units.

Although our investigations have clearly not been exhaustive, it is already apparent that the agent (i.e. unit) behaviours have a great influence on autonomously formulated VE structure as a basic study. Proposed game theoretic formulation on agent decision mechanism with multi-agent paradigm is quite reasonable to analyse negotiation process amongst enterprises.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we focused on negotiation process in VE formulation as a basic research. Each enterprise in VE was defined as agent with multi-utilities and a framework of multi-agent programming with game theoretic is newly proposed as negotiation algorithm amongst the agents. Each unit is defined as agent in our VE model, and their decision-makings are formulated as game theoretic methodology and Q-Learning algorithm.

Simulation results have proved that the proposed game theoretic formulation on agent decision mechanism with multi-agent paradigm is quite reasonable to analyse negotiation process amongst enterprises.
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